TOP OF DEPTH CHARGE PISTOL MARK 7 MOD, 1
3.2 The Depth Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 is a complete primary explosive unit containing
detonators and boosters. This pistol must be handled as live ammunition and shall not be
disassembled or tested in any way after issue. No accessories are required with the Depth
Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 for hydrostatic firing.
3.3 The pistol is designed to arm at a depth of approximately 45 feet by hydrostatic action. It
may be set to operate as follows:
(a) For firing at predetermined depth between 50 and 500 feet.
(b) On Safe so that it will not arm or fire at any depth.
3.4 A dial set into the pistol flange adjusts the depth setting at which the pistol operates. An
arrow scribed in the flange at the outer edge of the dial
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indicates the setting of the pistol. Figures scribed on the dial indicate the depths in feet at
which the pistol may be fired by hydrostatic pressure.
3.5 The dial can be rotated to the desired position by lifting the knurled knob and turning the

dial to match the arrow and figure. The dial should then be
locked in place by permitting the knob to seat. When the
dial is turned so that the arrow points to the letter M, the
pistol can arm but will not be fired by hydrostatic pressure.
When the arrow points to the letter S (safe), the pistol is
locked so that it will not arm or fire under any conditions.
3.6 A depth-setting wrench will be issued to facilitate
setting Depth Charge Pistols Mark 7 Mod. 1 which become
difficult to set by hand. This wrench has a claw which fits
under the knurled knob of the depth-setting dial locking
pin, a socket which fits over the fixed pin protruding from
the dial on the opposite side, and a T-shaped handle. To use
the wrench, slip the forked claw under the locking pin
knob, then push the socket down over the fixed pin. This
will pull the locking pin out and allow the setting dial to be turned with the wrench handle.
3.7 As long as a safety fork is in place on the pistol, or the pistol is set at safe, inward motion
of the piston rod is prevented and the pistol is locked safe. In this position the explosive train
contained in the detonator plunger and sub-booster carrier, which is composed of tetryl leadin charges from the
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detonators to the booster, is interrupted by misalignment of these elements. Furthermore, the
firing pin is held away from the percussion detonator. Since both the electric and the

percussion detonators must fire through the same tetryl leads to set off the sub-booster, firing
of either detonator will not set off the sub-booster or booster.
HOW IT WORKS
3.8 How the Depth Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 Works. The depth charge is dropped or
thrown overboard. At the same time the safety fork on the pistol is wiped or pulled off and
the pistol is free to operate by hydrostatic action. As the charge sinks, water enters the pistol
through ports inside the depth setting dial and flows into the space inside the bellows, flange,
and depth-setting spring retainer.

FIRING PIN AND PERCUSSION DETONATOR
(SECTION 90° FROM SECTION SHOWN ON PAGE 26)
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3.9 The pistol is armed by hydrostatic pressure upon the bellows which forces the piston and
piston rod to move inward. The motion of the piston compresses the shifting spring between
the piston and the detonator plunger. When the piston has moved approximately 1/4-inch, the
locking balls in the sub-booster carrier (which is fixed in position by the main spacer tube)
slip out into the enlarged section of the piston. The shifting spring then forces the detonator
plunger against a stop in the sub-booster carrier. In this position the tetryl leads in the plunger
and carrier are aligned. The pistol is armed as the explosive train is now continuous from
detonator to the booster. It cannot be returned to the unarmed position without being
disassembled because the locking balls in the enlarged section of the piston are prevented
from returning to original position.
3.10 Further inward motion of the piston rod causes a shoulder on the rod to come up against
the depth-setting spring. The point at which this occurs is controlled by the position of the
depth-setting stop. This, in turn, is determined by the adjustment of the depth-setting dial to
other than M or Safe position. As the piston moves inward, the firing pin slides up the firing
wedge until it is clear of the high point of the wedge. The firing pin spring then snaps the pin
against the percussion detonator, firing the pistol. The hydrostatic pressure required to fire
the pistol in this manner is determined by the distance the depth-setting spring must be
compressed before the firing pin slides past the end of the firing wedge.
3.11 If the pistol is set on M, mechanical interference of the parts in the pistol after arming
will prevent the pin from sliding past the end of the wedge. This prevents the pistol from

being fired by hydrostatic pressure.
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3.12 To prevent this pistol from arming prematurely by shock after the safety fork has been
removed, the Depth Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 is equipped with an inertia lock. This lock
consists of a rocker arm mounted on the inside of the spacer tube. The location of the center
of gravity of the rocker arm is such that any shock in the direction which would tend to arm
or fire the pistol will cause the arm to fly out and momentarily lock the piston in the safe
position. Under normal conditions the rocker arm is held clear of the piston by a light spring.
3.13 To prevent premature mechanical firing of the pistol if an explosion should occur close
to the depth charge after it is in the water, an anticountermine valve is fitted over the inlet
ports in the depth-setting dial. This valve is held in position over the ports by a ring secured
to the dial. It is held away from the ports during normal operation by small springs between
the valve and the dial. If a sudden increase in pressure (such as would be caused by an
explosion close to the pistol) occurs, the valve is designed to move inward against the
pressure of the springs. This closes the ports until the pressure returns to normal. The gradual
hydrostatic pressure increase which takes place as the depth charge sinks will not close the
ports.
3.14 Safety Measures for the Depth Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 The Depth Charge Pistol
Mark 7 Mod. 1 is assembled at a loading station with all of its explosive components
(detonators, tetryl leads, sub-booster and booster) in place. Therefore it must be handled as
live ammunition and shall not be disassembled or tested in any way after it is issued for
service. This pistol is to be installed in a depth charge only after the charge has been placed
in a
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track, projector, or projector rack. A damaged or faulty pistol, or one which becomes armed
prematurely, shall be disposed of as suggested in paragraph 5.8.
3.15 The pistol must be checked, prior to assembly of the depth charge, by inspection of the
port in the sleeve of the sub-booster carrier. The letters A and C are scribed on the surface of
the detonator plunger. When the letter A is visible through the port the pistol is armed. When
the letter C is visible through the port, the pistol is cocked and is not armed.

3.16 A Depth Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 must never be installed in a depth charge case if
the pistol is in the armed condition. An armed pistol should be disposed of as suggested in
paragraph 5.8
3.17 After the pistol has been installed in a depth charge, its condition can be determined by
noting the position of the exposed end of the piston rod. If a safety fork can be placed on it,
the pistol is not armed. Should the pistol become armed as shown by the pistol spindle being
flush with the flange body, the pistol should be carefully removed and replaced.
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3.18 The Depth Charge Pistol Mark 7 Mod. 1 is loaded and
assembled at the loading depot and is issued for service in a
cylindrical water-tight metal container with a tear strip for opening
around one end. The tear strip may be removed with ordinary pliers
by pulling on the exposed metal tab. This allows the pistol to be
taken out of the can. The container should not be opened until the
pistol is to be installed in a depth charge case. Each pistol will be
fitted with a shipping safety fork, secured in place with a wire-andlead seal. One knobbed safety fork and a pistol flange gasket will
be packed in the container with each pistol. In changing from the
shipping fork to the knobbed fork care should be taken to set the
pistol on Safe in order that the piston rod cannot be pushed inward
and arm the pistol accidentally.

TEAR STRIP FOR OPENING

